
 

The Assassin's Creed™ IV Black Flag™ Special Edition includes: A copy of Assassin's Creed IV Black Flag™ Deluxe Edition.* An exclusive extra mission. A steelbook with an original design. Official soundtrack by composer Brian Tyler and the Assassin’s Creed 4 Black Flag™ Season Pass. In-game naval vessel content: Kraken Ship Pack, Crusader Ship Pack, and The Watchtower. All-new single
player sea battles with Adewale, plus a new playable character for multiplayer modes who will use freight trains as a weapon to fight against Abstergo’s scientists in the present day, all on 10th Anniversary Collector’s Edition packaging. Features: Single-Player - Freedom Cry: Born a slave, Adewale found freedom as a pirate aboard the Jackdaw where he became Edward Kenway's most trusted ally.
Now, 15 years later, Adewale has become a trained Assassin who finds himself shipwrecked in Saint-Domingue without weapons or crew. He starts to assist the locals in an effort to assemble a crew and steal a ship. The more he helps, however, the more he is drawn into the Maroon slave community. Forced to face his past, he sets out to free the slaves and bring death to their captors. Over 3 hours of
new single-player gameplay! Multiplayer - The Tyranny of King Washington: It's the American Revolution, but not as you know it. In this new timeline, your actions and choices affect the world around you, and nothing is as it seems. Battle friends in multiplayer modes including Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch, and Domination across a number of unique maps in a prequel story to Assassin's Creed®
III. Unlock new areas by finishing multiple missions and collect bonus loot along the way! Returning characters include George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and Charles Lee. Experience a new way to fight in multiplayer with guns, smoke bombs and poisoned knives. Multiplayer - Reinforcements: Five weapons packs including the Musketeer, which allows players to equip swords or muskets for a
faster load time, the Redcoat Swordsman which equips the player with additional swords that can be looted from fallen enemies while also boosting his HP and defense. Players can also hunt whales for extra rewards while competing in some of the largest naval battles ever seen in a video game! Multiplayer - Wolfpack: Sets up a new multiplayer mode where players will need to work together and
compete against one another in 4v4 competitive matches on an evolving battlefield. Players will have the ability to loot, craft, upgrade and share weapons with their allies. Multiplayer - Hunting Seasons: Players will be able to hunt for new weapons through special hunting seasons. By killing animals in the wild, players will gain access to special weapons that are only available during specific times of
the year. This bundle includes all single-player DLC content that was released for Black Flag on March 22, 2013 post launch. The game also features ten days of exclusive extra game content which began on the Monday following launch and ends on March 29 2013 at 11:59 p.m ET. A 10th Anniversary Collector's Edition is available only through GAME™ online at www.gamestorch.ca .
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